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A Brief Account of some of the significant Lighthorne Buildings
by Colin Such (2012),
based on research notes by Peter Hinman and archival material in the possession of
the Lighthorne History Society.
The Church

St Laurence’s Church by Mark Thompson (1996)

The Hwicce were an Anglian tribe who arrived in this area around 577 AD. Christianity
was introduced to Lighthorne in 688 AD, when King Eanhere of the Hwicce became a
Christian. The Diocese of Worcester was formed from the Kingdom of the Hwicce.
A preaching cross was erected, probably in
the 9th or 10th century. When the Domesday
Book was compiled in 1087, Lighthorne
was described as having a priest but no
mention is made of a church. This is
possible, as early services were often held in
the open air by the preaching cross. The
base of the cross is still visible in the
churchyard.
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By 1298 there was a church valued at 26 marks included in the valuation when the estate
passed to Guy, the 10th Earl of Warwick. Later descriptions of this church indicate that it
was a simple structure, consisting of a chancel, nave and wooden bell tower. The first
recorded name of a Rector of Lighthorne is Henry de Hampton, who was invested on July
13th 1307.
The oldest church glass and oldest bell date from the accession of Henry V in 1413. The
tower now contains 6 bells, 2 of which were cast in 2006. For further details of the bells
see LH76 (E), in the Lighthorne History Society archive. Other important church glass
includes a St. Sebastian window of the early sixteenth century by the King’s glazier,
Barnard Flower. A full description of the stained glass is contained in LH134 (E). The
Parish registers start in 1538 under Rector D. Alanyus Hynske. The oldest surviving
tombstone is that of Thomas Green and is dated 1686, though the inscription is now
difficult to read. The Greens were a prominent freehold farming family who held land
behind Curacy farm. They provided two rectors and many churchwardens for the parish.
They are believed to be the family which built Dene Hollow. “The Greens of Lighthorne”
by Anthony Cooper (1988) is in the Society archive (LH29).
The oldest church brass is dedicated to the rector John Dod(d), who died in 1707.
A 1674 report stated “The walls of the church (through the flatnesse and weightinesse of
the roof, leaded on one side and shingled on the other) do very much yield outward on
both sides, so that without soone a speedy course taken in all probability, the whole body
of the church will fall.”
The sketch alongside,
taken from a land
survey by the usually
reliable map-maker
James Fish, shows the
design thought to be in
place by 1718,
incorporating a side
entrance and steeple. It
would have been very
plain inside, the
medieval decoration
having been removed
by the strongly puritan
rector Wylliam Smart
during his incumbency
from 1586 to 1600.

The church was rebuilt
in1773-4, in ashlar
limestone, by architect
Thomas Squirrell, who
was paid 4 guineas for a
plan and estimate. Samuel
Eglinton, to whom it has
been attributed in the past,
was the mason and John
Mantun was his cocontractor. The cost was £791.18.2d, of which £572.13.2d was paid by Lord Willoughby
de Broke. Squirrell’s tower remains to this day. The second oldest surviving bell was cast
in 1774 by M. Bagley. It was recast in 1890.

St. Laurence’s Church on a postcard circa 1910. Photo Colin Such

The nave and chancel of the existing church were rebuilt by architect John Gibson in
1876, in coursed rock-faced limestone, with ironstone dressings, in Gothic revival style.

The builder was William Wilkins, who lived at Dene Hollow and the cost was £2,500. As
well as newly commissioned stained glass, that from the earlier building was also
installed, incorporated in Victorian surrounds.
The porch and lych gate were presented in 1883, the cost defrayed by Lord Willoughby
de Broke. A new organ was presented in 1910 at a cost of £200, again defrayed by Lord
Willoughby de Broke. Replacement gates in the lych gate were installed in 1996 as a
bequest by Cyril Hackleton, a local character who had lived in no. 2 Church Cottages.
In 1996 a stained glass window
was installed between the tower
and the chancel in memory of
village
resident,
Vicky
Stephenson. It was designed by
Christopher Lund of Coventry.

Window by Christopher Lund.
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The Compton Verney Estate
The Verney family were owners of land in Lighthorne from 1490 and were lords of the
manor by 1715. Between 1771 and 1774, Lighthorne was the first Warwickshire Village
to have its common fields enclosed by Act of Parliament. The Lord of the Manor, John
Verney, Lord Willoughby de Broke, had the largest holding of land in the parish, at the
time, accounting for just over 50%. The enclosures created great wealth for the
landowning families and greatly increased farming efficiency. This increased wealth lead
to the construction of most of Lighthorne's significant buildings. The old schoolhouse,
the rebuilding of the first rectory, the church tower, Bishop’s Farmhouse, Curacy Farm
and the Antelope Inn are thought to date from this period. The Verneys gradually
increased their land holding and Lighthorne became an estate village. Through the 1850s
country estates were at their most prosperous, but after that agricultural income steadily
declined. In 1921 the mansion and the estate were sold.
The buyer was Joseph Watson, a soap manufacturer, created Lord Manton. However he
died in a riding accident in 1922 and the trustees put the entire estate up for auction on
June 25th 1929. The auctioneers were James Styles and Whitlock of Leamington Spa. A
copy of the auction catalogue is in the archive of the History Society (LH124). Whether

the auction took place or not is unclear, but the buyers of the whole estate were George
Henry Morgan and a Mr Wilson, who proceeded to sell the mansion and its surrounding
land to George Watson, the second Lord Manton. The Antelope Inn and a few meadows
were sold by private treaty and the balance of the estate was offered by auction on
September 10th 1929, by the same auctioneers, though this time the venue was the Bath
Hotel in Leamington, rather than the Town Hall. A photocopy of the auction catalogue is
in the society archives (LH125). Only a few houses, farms and meadows were sold in this
sale and the balance of the estate was then re-offered in a third sale on June 24th 1930,
again held at the Bath hotel. The society archive contains a photocopy of this catalogue
(LH126) and also an original sale agreement document (LH154) for lot 20 (field adjacent
to the Fosse Way) and a photocopy of a sale completion statement for No.2 Church
Cottages (LH35). The vendors were prepared to offer a 75% mortgage, for a period of 5
years, to the purchaser of any lot sold at £1,500 or more, as long as he or she were a
current tenant. The interest rate was to be 5% per annum. In reality this would apply only
to the tenant farmers, as most of the cottages sold for figures of the order of £200 each.

Church Hill Farm

Circa 1905 postcard view of Church Hill Farm. Photo Colin Such

Church Hill Farm is probably the oldest domestic building in the village. Part of it dates
back to the early to mid sixteenth century, with extensions in the early to mid seventeenth
century and a late seventeenth century wing set back at an angle, to the right. There is an

early to mid nineteenth century attached stable range to the right, altered and converted in
the late 20th century.
In the Compton Verney estate sale, Church Hill Farm was sold by auction on September
10th 1929. The tenant was Mrs. Jones who was paying a yearly rent of £275.

1929 James Styles & Whitlock auction catalogue description of Church Hill Farm.

Church Hill Farm barns were converted into houses in 1989. Photo Martin Preedy

The Old Rectory

The Old Rectory on a circa 1910 postcard. Photo Colin Such

The first record of this building is dated 1667 when Sir Thomas Pope of Wroxton made a
grant of the rectory to Sir Greville Verney. The front elevation was remodelled in the 18th
century. The building is constructed of regular coursed limestone, with ironstone quoins

and dressings, with a painted, moulded cornice. The recessed centre has a projecting late
18th / early 19th century ground floor
The house has only served as a rectory intermittently. Known occupiers include the Lucas
family (jewellers), Major Huttenbach, John Peyto Verney, Robert Barnard, also, possibly,
Henry Eyres Landor. The rectory and stables were never offered by auction when the
Compton Verney estate was broken up in 1929.
Rectory Stables
These were built in 1746 as stabling for the rectory. They were rebuilt by the hunting
parsons of the Verney family. Originally they contained the grooms’ quarters and feed
and tack rooms. The Rev Robert Barnard Verney was passionate about hunting and
tradition has it that he would jump the double gates of the stable yard on his old mare.
The Lucas family converted the stables into a dwelling in 1946.
Fairfield

Fairfield in the 1950s. Photo Colin Such

This house dates from the early to mid 17th century. It has been substantially extended
twice in the 20th and 21st centuries. The original structure is timber framed with
whitewashed brick infill. It sits on a base of whitewashed brick. The roof is late 20th
century tiles and would originally have been thatched.

It was offered for sale by auction, on the break up of the Compton Verney estate in 1929,
as lot 68. It appears to have sold on September 10th 1929 as it does not appear in the June
24th 1930 catalogue.
Church Cottages
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This attractive row of 4 cottages has been extended at both ends in the current century.
No 2 has a date of 1642 carved in the stone of the chimney. They are built of squared,
coursed limestone. Originally they were thatched, with shallow eyebrow dormers. The
thatch was replaced by tiles circa 1950 and the shallow eyebrow dormers were retained.
They were offered as a single lot in the first two Compton Verney estate sales of June 21st
1929 and September 10th 1929 and if not sold as one lot they were to be offered as two
pairs.

They were unsold and re-offered in the catalogue of June 24th 1930 as follows. The
owner of this copy of the auction catalogue has written “no bid” adjacent to the lot
numbers.

The purchaser of lot 94A, being cottage no.2, was the tenant, Mr. A. Hunt, who
purchased it for £55, secured by a £5 deposit and with a mortgage of £50 provided by
Kineton Oddfellows. A photocopy of the completion statement is in the Society archive
(LH35). Mr and Mrs Hunt’s daughter married Henry “Cyril” Hackleton, who, in his will,
provided for replacement lych gates for the church.
Whitegates

“Whitegates” is the name given to the 2 cottages in the lower left corner of this postcard view of
circa 1910. Photo Colin Such

The first written mention of the name “Whitegates” is in the census returns of 1881, but
the Verney estate maps of 1723 show 2 cottages at right angles on the same site. The
foundations probably date to the mid 17th century. The 2 cottages were built of local
limestone and thatched.
The late Peter Hinman thought that there may have been a water mill on this site, but that
is no longer thought likely. Peter wrote:
Its location beside the stream and right angled construction possibly indicate that it was
originally a water mill. A grindstone was found in the garden and supports the
possibility. It was set in the gable wall, as a decorative feature, in the 20th century. A
water mill is described in the early documents, unfortunately without any location given.
The estate map of 1723 shows the two cottages as above, but also shows a small square
building on the opposite side of the lane, near the current bridge over the stream. This
other building may have been the mill and “Whitegates” the miller’s house. Alternatively
both could have been mills at different times.
It is also possible that the mill was a fulling mill, used in the treatment of wool. The
mention of the water mill is concurrent with the description of a 500 acre area around
the village, the “Old Enclosure”, being turned over to sheep. This could have led to the
construction of an estate fulling mill, which would have fallen into disuse when the farms
reverted to mixed farming in the 1820s.
In 1881 the census return shows that two branches of the Humphriss family were living at
“Whitegates”. One family comprised John, an agricultural labourer, and his wife,
Elizabeth, and the other family, possibly the son of John and Elizabeth, comprised Amos,
a Lighthorne born woodman’s labourer and his wife, Elizabeth, from Kingsbridge in
Devon, and their two children, Marjorie and Raymond. In the 1891 census, Amos and
Elizabeth are shown as having five children living with them at “Whitegates”. William
Josephs, a groom from Hereford and his wife Gertrude, from Cologne, in Germany,
occupied the other cottage.
The 1901 census gives the residents as George and Ann Garner, an agricultural labourer
and his wife, plus Martha Lamley, mother, Alfred Lamley, brother in law and Harriet
Talbot, niece.

The property was offered for sale by auction, as part of the Verney estate, on September
10th 1929. There is an annotation in pencil next to the particulars in the auction catalogue
in the archives, implying that the sitting tenant of one of the cottages, Mr. A Humphriss,
purchased the lot for £200.
Northbrook House

The new rectory shortly after its construction in 1930. Photo Colin Such

This was built in 1930 as a replacement rectory when the rectory adjacent to the church
was sold in1928 for £5,000. The site was purchased for £300 and the house cost £3,402
to build. The architects were Coleridge, Jennings and Simenow of Westminster and their
fees amounted to £227, making the total cost £3,929. However, in March 1933 an
additional £356 was paid to strengthen the foundations. This house was sold in the 1980s
when the new (3rd) rectory was built in the churchyard.

The grounds contain an ancient ash tree supposedly the largest in the county, now a
shadow of its former self, but still alive.
Rosemary Cottage

Mr. and Mrs. Hutchings outside Rosemary Cottage circa 1910. Photo Colin Such

As with most of the domestic buildings in Lighthorne, this cottage was built of coursed
limestone and originally it would have been thatched. The well in the garden is an
original feature. It was originally two cottages and it has been enlarged in the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries. It was the home of Chelsea Pensioner, Mr Hutchings in 1851.
The family remained there for some years. The house is rumoured to have been used as a
clandestine Methodist Chapel. (The church returns, prepared by the landlord’s nominee,
declared “no dissenters”)

In the first and second Verney estate auctions the cottage remained unsold. It is noted that
the well is for washing purposes only. The plan that accompanied the first auction shows
that the cottage was originally two semi-detached dwellings.

In the June 24th 1930 catalogue the description has been modified; the word
“picturesque” has been added to the title and no mention of the well is made.

Yew Tree Cottage

Yew Tree Cottage in the 1960s. Photo Ben Knight

Dated 1632, on the front wall, it is built of squared coursed limestone, with a large
inglenook fireplace. It is one of only two cottages in Lighthorne which have retained their
thatched roofs. The extension to the right is a 20th century addition.

The cottage apparently sold in the September 10th 1929 auction, as it is not listed in the
subsequent sale catalogue.
The Old Post Office

The Post Office, circa 1910 Photo Colin Such

This cottage is stone built and the western part, which probably dates from the 17th or 18th
century, was originally thatched. It retained its thatch to at least 1937, as it features on a
postcard used in that year. The eastern end was a slate-roofed lean to attachment, which
has been extended vertically in the 20th century.
The Post Office started in Lighthorne sometime between 1850 and 1866, as White’s
Directory of 1850 does not list a post office, but William Herbert was listed as the
postmaster in directories of 1866 and 1874. He had been listed as the blacksmith in the
1850 directory. At this time the post office was located at Smithy Cottage.

Lighthorne postmark, 1913. Photo Colin Such

Lighthorne postmark, 1953. Photo Colin Such

Kelly’s Directory of 1896 states John Mountford was the sub postmaster. Postal orders
could be issued but not paid. Wellesbourne and Kineton were the nearest money order
and telegraph offices. By the time of publication of Spennell’s 1926-7 directory, John
Mountford was still the postmaster. In 1928 he was also selling groceries.
The Antelope Inn

Meet of the Warwickshire Hounds at the Antelope, circa 1910. Photo Colin Such

The building is thought to date from the early 18th century. It is built of squared coursed
limestone with an old tile hipped roof. It has an L plan, with a wing on the right to the
rear. Photographs, taken around 1910, show that the pub used to have a door in the centre
of the front elevation. To the left of the door was part of the domestic accommodation,
the bar being to the right. There was a hallway between the two. The lean to building on
the right, with a pitched roof, apparent in the early postcards, was a manger which also
served as a laying out room for the dead. This lean to building was replaced with a flat
roofed porch in the 20th century. The porch and doorway which form the current entrance
are mid to late 20th century and the well is a 1990s decorative feature.

The first record of the pub found so far is the Declaration of the Commutation of Tithes,
dated 1838, in which the pub and associated cottages and buildings are rated at £12.10s
for the support of the poor of the parish. The pub paid a tithe to the church of one
shilling, probably in respect of land held, rather than as a pub. Joseph Lattimer was the
publican and the signatory to the deed. However Peter Hinman has mentioned a reference
to a beer house in the hands of the Lattimer family in a document dated 1829, but he does
not record the source. The next references are Kelly’s and White’s Directories of 1850,
which give the publican as Phoebe Lattimer. The census of 1851 calls the building a beer
house with Matilda Lattimer as the publican. Morris’s Directory of 1866 and White’s of
1874 describe it as “Antelope” and "Antelope Inn” respectively, in the charge of William
Lattimer. The Lattimers, who seem to have been related to the Hunt family, held it until
some time in the mid 1890s. Mr James Healey had taken over by 1896.

The Antelope Inn was offered together with the adjoining cottage and malthouse in the
estate sale of September 10 1929. However the auction catalogue in the Society archive

has the word “sold” stamped next to the lot description, implying that a sale by private
treaty had taken place prior to the auction.
The pub also served as a shop and Post Office for a while, after the village shop closed in
the 1990s.
The depiction of the antelope on the pub sign is taken from the badge of the
Warwickshire Regiment. The Antelope is standing on a strip of six pieces. This is said to
be the six feet of turf representing the old name of the 6th Regiment of Foot. The old
Regiments of Foot were given county affinities on June 30th 1881, to encourage
recruitment and provide a positive identity. The 6th chose Warwickshire as they had been
recruiting there and had been stationed there twice in the ten years prior to 1881.
The Malthouse and Lattimer’s Cottages

Part of the Malthouse with “Lattimer’s Cottages” opposite on a 1950s postcard. Photo Colin Such

Adjacent to the pub is the malt house, probably built in the early nineteenth century,
converted to domestic use in the 1980s, although census records indicate that it had
included staff apartments in the nineteenth century. It was in use as a village hall, youth
group venue and drama group venue before the Village Hall was built in 1960. The
September 10th 1929 auction catalogue records that it was let to the Lighthorne Harmonic
Society at a rent of £5 per annum and that it was equipped with electric light.
The cottages opposite were known as Lattimer’s cottages and were either let to or used
by pub employees.

The block of four cottages at the end of Post Office Lane was offered as lot 73 in the
September 10 1929 estate auction and evidently sold, as they were not re-listed in the
subsequent catalogue.

Bishop’s Farmhouse

This was built as a dower house for the Verney family in 1726. The date is inscribed on
an end elevation with the initials EH and RI. As with most of the other large buildings in
the village, it is built of coursed limestone with a tiled roof. It has contrasting sandstone
lintels to the windows. Originally an L shape in plan, it has been extended to an F shape
with wings to the rear. The porch, door and door furniture are mid-late nineteenth
century.
This may have been the home of Henry Eyres Landor, the brother of the poet, Walter
Savage Landor. Alternatively he may have resided at the Old Rectory. The farm takes its
name from a tenant farmer, John Bishop of Bledington, Gloucestershire, who held it with
227 acres at the time of the 1851 census.

Bishop’s Farmhouse was sold in the second Compton Verney estate auction on
September 10th 1929. The auction catalogue details indicate that it was equipped with
electric light.

Dene Hollow

Dene Hollow on a postcard circa 1910. Heath Lane is now known as Old School Lane.
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This is a late 16th century or early 17th century house of regular coursed limestone, with
contrasting ironstone dressings and alternating quoins. It has been recently re-slated and
the original stone coped gable parapets with moulded kneelers have been retained. The
front door is nineteenth century. It has a moulted basket arched surround with moulded
spandrels and hood mould with lozenge stops. The house has 3 light recess-chamfered
stone mullioned windows with hood moulds. The chimney stacks have quoins and brick
dog-tooth cornices.
The Green family lived in Lighthorne for many years, the first written record being the
church terrier of 1616 which records “a quarterne at the end of Thorney doole” in the
hands of Thomas Greene. His gravestone may be the oldest still to be seen in the
churchyard. They also seem to have been very prolific, though later Green family
references as agricultural labourers may or may not be from the original wealthy yeoman
family.
In the 1714 terrier, William Green is recorded as having 59 lands as well as joint
occupation of Glebe Farm with Thomas Mason Junior. William Green supported the
enclosure act and the family consolidated their holding of 87 acres following the act. This
was the area lying behind Curacy Farm towards Chadshunt, as shown in the Verney field
map. The estate maps show clearly that his farmhouse was detached from the farm, which
is unusual and seems to be Dene Hollow. This building is of the right period and would
have been a typical wealthy farmer’s house. The fields relating to the farm were sold to
Lord Willoughby de Broke in 1829 by the trustees of William Green. The area of just
over 1.5 acres was held by the trustees of John Green in 1839, paying rent in lieu of tithes

of five shillings. The family seems to have moved away or lost its wealthy position after
this date, although they are known to have farmed in other areas. The name Green
appears frequently in Lighthorne documents: a pew was held in perpetuity for the Green
family in 1718 according to the church pew register, and William Green DD was rector
from 1766 to 1769. He was replaced temporarily by the Hon. Brownlow North from 1769
to 1771 and returned to the post from 1771 to 1781.
William Wilkins, the contractor who built the nave and chancel of the church in 1875-6,
was a resident of Dene Hollow at the time of the church rebuilding. It is stated that he
presented two of the stained glass windows to the new church and it has been suggested
that other stained glass was used in Dene Hollow as decoration, though none has survived
subsequent changes of ownership.

Curacy Farm
This was built as a farm in the mid eighteenth century, with regular coursed limestone
and slate roof. The rear wing has old tiles to the roof. The farm was purchased by Lord
Willoughby de Broke from Mr. Green and an 1829 valuation in the Society’s archive (LH
32), when it was conveyed to Trustees, valued it at £2,128.
This farm was known as “The Curacy” in the census returns of 1881. The curate was
Henry H. Ross-Lewin of Sheerness in Kent. He was listed as a lodger, the house being in
the name of Maria Badger from Shipston, the wife of a late farmer

Offered as lot 7 in the 2 auctions of 1929, it failed to find a buyer and was re-listed in the
June 24th 1930 catalogue, with a slightly changed description. It was offered with vacant
possession from September 29th 1930, the main tenant, Mr. W. Tompkins, having been
served with a Notice to Quit. A WC had been installed in the farmhouse since the 1929
auction and the earth closet was no longer mentioned in the description of the

outbuildings. The sale figure, indicated in pencil in the margin of the auction catalogue,
was apparently £2,325.

The Old Schoolhouse

The Old Schoolhouse, referred to on this circa 1910 postcard as “Tansy Hill Cottages”.
The thatch was in a poor state. Photo Colin Such

The Old Schoolhouse is built of square coursed limestone with string courses. It became
a single residence in the 1980s, when it was re-roofed with old tiles, replacing a mix of
thatch and corrugated iron. The whole building now has leaded light windows which are
either the originals repaired or replacements.
The schoolhouse is thought to have been constructed in the mid 18th century, as a pair of
cottages, attached to the west end of an earlier cruck-built structure, which served as the
schoolroom. This earlier building may have been the farmhouse of John Roos,
(sometimes written Roes, Rous or Rows). The cruck beams indicate a date as early as the
15th century. This was probably built in longhouse style with three bays, one or two bays,
probably on the west side, being used as a barn, The Roos family held 131 acres of the
land to the east and north, as copyholders, prior to the enclosure act of 1723. Following
enclosure, the property reverted to the major landowners, the Verney family. The Roos
family, who had been resident in Lighthorne for several generations, became tenants.
The number of Church Schools in England rose tenfold in the 18th century in response to
parliamentary Acts allowing dissenter worship. The Church returns for the period state

“no dissenters”, a situation the rector, Richard Lydiatt George, a relation of the Verneys,
wished to maintain.
The census of 1851 shows the schoolmistress as Jane Ennis, from Scotland, living there
with four children, Anne, Jane, George and Mary. The schoolmistress is Miss Ann
Tibbits in the 1866 and 1874 directories.
In 1871-2 a new school was built on the Bank and the old schoolroom and schoolhouse
then became two, three or four cottages. Residents in 1881 were William Hall, a
woodman, and his wife Sarah, with their granddaughter, Jesse A. Inge. One cottage was
vacant while another was in possession of George and Ruth Mountford and their daughter
Harriet. George Mountford was the ‘Wesleyan Local’. By 1891 the Old School had
become quite crowded with twenty people living in four dwellings. Five members of the
Hunt family, widow Mary, farm labourer son, Henry, daughter-in-law, Selina, and their
two children shared one cottage, four members of farm labourer, Richard Plester and
wife, Hannah’s family another. George Timms, a carpenter and joiner, shared another
with his wife, Mary, and six children while wood sawyer Charles Smith and wife, Anne
Maria, made up the fourth household.

The property was offered for sale by auction on September 10th 1929 and must have sold
as it does not appear in the subsequent catalogue.

The New Schoolhouse

Photo David Humphriss

Kelly’s Directory of 1872 states In 1872 Lord Willoughby de Broke erected here a Gothic
school house, with teachers' residence, in a picturesque situation in the village; the
design is by Mr. W. Lait, his lordship's clerk of works, and the work was executed by
Messrs. W. and T. Wilkins, builders of this village. The design has similarities with
Gibson’s 1876 church, with its coursed rock-faced limestone and ironstone dressings.
The Worcester Diocesan Church Calendar of 1874 gives the cost as £1,000.
According to White’s Directory of 1874 it is described as a neat National School with a
house attached for a Mistress, erected by Lord Willoughby de Broke in 1781. The 1781
date is a typographical error, the correct date being 1871. The National Society was not
founded until 1811 so the date of 1781 is clearly wrong.

The schoolhouse was offered as lot 99 in the first 2 sales of the Compton Verney estate in
1929 and failed to sell. It was re-offered in the sale of June 24th 1930 and the copy of the
auction catalogue in the Lighthorne History Society archive indicates that it sold to Mr.
Hawkes for £350. Mr. Hawkes also purchased the meadow adjoining the school, to the
east, providing access to Pratts Hill, for an additional £11. The building continued in use
as a school until 1960, when it then had a complement of only 13 pupils.
Smithy Cottage and the Forge

The smithy on a 1950s postcard. Photo Colin Such

The cottage is built of square coursed limestone, in the mid eighteenth century and is
thatched. The forge is early nineteenth century and has a tiled roof. White’s Directory of
1829 lists a Mr. Momford or Mountford as the blacksmith.
The 1851 census shows that a Mr. William Herbert was in business as a blacksmith here.
He was born in Lighthorne and was living with his wife, Isabella, from Liskeard
Cornwall, and two sons, Thomas William and Phillip Moon. There was also a lodger
from Kineton, a gardener called John Buckerfield. The Cottage also served as a Post
office between 1866 and 1874, the blacksmith, William Herbert, acting as a
postmaster and parish clerk.

William and Isabella Herbert were still present in 1881 together with elder son
Thomas, now also described as a blacksmith. Thomas Herbert is shown as living
alone at the cottage in 1891, but it is possible that the house was divided at this
time and the other portion let to one of the Humphriss families. (The Humphriss

family members are listed alongside Herbert but as a separate household. They
may have been in Chestnut Cottage.)

The cottage and smithy were offered as lot 91 in the estate auction held on September
10th 1929 and must have sold as they were not re-listed in the 1930 sale.
An extension to the cottage on the left side served as a shop prior to the construction, in
the 1960s, of a purpose-built building opposite. The house ceased to be a smithy in 1988,
when the cottage portion was sold as a house separate from the forge. The forge was
subsequently converted into a single dwelling.

The Broadwell
The name “broadwell” is quite common in England and is believed to be from the early
English “breac-well” or the “brook well”. Although the well is as old as the village, the
earliest parts of the present structure, the quoins and coving, were probably built in 1746,
the remainder of the fascia, pool and paving are from the 19th and 20th centuries. The old
ironstone escutcheon inserted in the fascia is older and is believed to be the arms of the
Pope family, Lords of the Manor in the 16th and 17th centuries. It may originally have
been installed in the church and possibly transferred to this location when the church was
rebuilt in 1773-4.

Bank Cottages

Numbers 1 – 6 Bank Cottages on a circa 1910 postcard. Photo Colin Such

At the west end of The Bank, on the site of the present houses “Larkins” and
“Stoneybank”, stood two terraces of brick-built cottages, in line and with a small
separation between the two terraces. In style they were similar to “South View” before it
received its 20th and 21st century additions. They were built of bricks, probably made at
the Chesterton Hill estate yard, and had slate roofs. In the two1929 Compton Verney
estate auctions the cottages were offered as a block of 6, a block of 4 with estate store
adjoining and a semi-detached cottage at the eastern end. None of the 3 lots sold and in
the 1930 auction the cottages were individually lotted, the western block listed as 6 two
bedroom cottages and the eastern block listed as 4 two bedroom cottages and 1 double
cottage of four bedrooms. The implication is that the estate store had been turned into a 2
bedroom cottage. The semi-detached cottage on the eastern end was lotted separately.
Unfortunately the two terraces were demolished in the early 1970s.
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